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tendency is called the Tama-guna*   These three universal tendencies,
energies^or qualities regulate the entire creation.
the Hinc'u Rishts have always meditated on their Brahma or
Supreme Deity in His two aspects, namely Saguna. or immanent and
Nirguna or transcendent. The entire universe is resolvable into two
factors, Nature and God; by the former may be understood the
"totality of perceptible phenomena, and by the latter the eternal ground
or cause whose essence they express.'9 God is Himself the Real
Absolute, and Nature is His objective manifestation. He is the eternal
abiding ground, and Nature is the transient phenomenon. God is
what is and Nature is what appears. Thus in His true, real nature God
-is transcendent: He is immanent when He manifests himself in Nature
The relation of God with the objective worl is governed by three Gunas
or qualities. These Gunas are the qualities for primary elements
which constitute the entire objective world. These three principles
are essential ingredients of which every object of Nature, from a man to
an insect, from a mountain to a grass, is formed. These are the three
universal tendencies, which govern the relation of the universe with the
God, the relation of the object with the subject. These .are the forms
in which the Absolute Reality manifests itself. These three Gunas are
Sattwa or the principle of organisation, Rajas or the principles of self*
attraction and Tamas or the principle of disorganisation. When God
manifests Himself in Nature He appears in these forms as such as
such He is called immanent or Saguna. When God is in Nature, when
the objective world is viewed in its relation to, and dependence on its
author He is Saguna. Immanency is attributable to God only when
He manifests Himself In Nature, only when the relation of the object
with the subject is t^aken into consideration. The phenomena of Nature
are objects which are' not eternal. They are not permanent entities,
but undergo changes. And 'so they most be related to an Eternal
Subject, an abiding ground that remains unchanged in the midst of
changes. No one can help thinking of something behind what he sees
or feels. The colour, the form, the sound are not floating attributes,—
they are attached undoubtedly to a permanent grotm£. This Eternal
Essence from which aH objects of Nature proceed, this permanent
abiding ground which sends out aH phenomena of Nature, this Abso-
lute Reality which suffers no changes, is the Jiirgtnia. Brahma of the
Hindu Rishis. God is transcendent as tfce absolute Reality—{fee Abso-
lute Truth, Intelligence and Biiss-~*a*» ck&, eotsrtdam. Tfets is tKe
.true Nature of God that has been,so often described ta gk**ibff terms
by the Rishis of the Upanbhads,

